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Abstract The semiconducting single-walled carbon

nanotube (C-SWNT) has been synthesized by S-doping, and

they have extensive potential application in electronic

devices. We investigated the electronic structures of

S-doped capped (5, 5) C-SWNT with different doping

position using first principles calculations. It is found that the

electronic structures influence strongly on the workfunction

without and with external electric field. It is considered that

the extended wave functions at the sidewall of the tube favor

for the emission properties. With the S-doping into the

C-SWNT, the HOMO and LUMO charges distribution is

mainly more localized at the sidewall of the tube and the

presence of the unsaturated dangling bond, which are

believed to enhance workfunction. When external electric

field is applied, the coupled states with mixture of localized

and extended states are presented at the cap, which provide

the lower workfunction. In addition, the wave functions

close to the cap have flowed to the cap as coupled states and

to the sidewall of the tube mainly as extended states, which

results in the larger workfunction. It is concluded that the S-

doped C-SWNT is not incentive to be applied in field emitter

fabrication. The results are also helpful to understand and

interpret the application in other electronic devices.
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Introduction

Carbon nanotubes have attracted considerable attention due

to their unique geometry and prominent electronic prop-

erties, which are promising materials for potential appli-

cations in field emitters, nanoheterojunction, scanning

tunneling microscopy tip, and other vacuum microelec-

tronic devices [1–3]. Recently, an approach for the syn-

thesis of semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube

(C-SWNT) has been reported by S-doping with the method

of graphite arc discharge. Such S-doped C-SWNTs are

validated by experiments and theoretical calculations and

have been preliminarily applied in field effect transistors

(FET) fabrication [4]. It is well known that the chemical

and physical properties of C-SWNT can be modified by

doping with other chemical elements. And it is believed

that electronic structures of the carbon nanotubes should

play a key role in determining their physical properties. In

addition, the detailed electronic structure and the corre-

sponding localized states for capped carbon nanotubes

have been investigated [5]. For the proposed applications,

the detailed investigation into the electronic structures of

semiconducting S-doped C-SWNTs is indispensable. In the

same time, the workfunction is another critical quantity in

understanding the field emission properties of carbon

nanotubes. The workfunction of a metal surface is usually

defined as U = u - l, where u is the vacuum and u is

Fermi level, which describe the energy needed to take an

electron from Fermi level to vacuum level.

In this work, we performed the first principles calcula-

tions to study the electronic properties of S-doped
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C-SWNT. We develop structural models for S-doping in

capped (5, 5) C-SWNTs. The different doping positions of

S atom are provided. We present the accurate values of

workfunction of S-doped C-SWNT and analyze the change

of the electronic structures without external electric field

and under external electric field. It can be found that the

electronic structures of S-doped C-SWNT depend strongly

on the geometrical configuration of S atom in the

C-SWNT. Under the external electric field, the electronic

extended states of wave function are enhanced in the body

wall of tubes. The electron distribution of S-doped

C-SWNT is more localized than that of the pristine, which

make the emission ability of S-doped C-SWNT lower. In

the meantime, the coupled states with mixed properties of

the localized and extended states occur in the tip of the

S-doped C-SWNT. The coupled states increase the number

of states with a large emission capability, which lowers the

value of workfunction under external electric field than

without external electric field. However, electrons obvi-

ously have two flow directions in the process of the

redistribution of wave function close to the cap. One is as

coupled states to the tip of C-SWNT and another is as

extended states to the body wall farer away from the cap.

The number of the former is less than that of the latter,

which results in the lower value of workfunction compared

with the pristine under equivalent external electric field. It

is concluded that the S-doped C-SWNT is not incentive to

be applied in field emitter fabrication.

Calculated Details

In our work, finite length capped (5, 5) C-SWNTs with S

substitutional atom are investigated. The (5, 5) C-SWNT

has a pentagon at the top of the cap surrounded by five

hexagons. Due to the limited computational resources, the

capped (5, 5) C-SWNT with 110 atoms is presented. In the

same time, the dangling bonds at the other end of the doped

C-SWNTs were not saturated by hydrogen atoms because

the difference in electronegativity between hydrogen and

carbon atoms imparts an artificial dipole moment to

C-SWNT, which may affect the field emission properties

[6, 7]. As the simplicity like the reference [6], the constant

electric field is applied parallel to the axis, and the electric

field gradient along axis was ignored, which is not very

crucial [7, 8]. Electric field of 0.5 and 1.0 eV/Å are applied

along the axis at which C-SWNT field emission currents

can be measured in experiments. For the calculations of

workfunction, structures were built within a tetragonal

supercell with a lattice constant 25 Å along the z axis to

represent the vacuum slab and the separation of 10 Å along

the x and y axes to avoid interaction between two adjacent

nanotubes. All calculations are carried out with the DFT

implemented in D mol3 package [9, 10]. All the structures

considered are fully relaxed to an accuracy where the self-

consistent field procedure was done with a convergence

criterion of 10-5 a.u. The all-electron Kohn–Sham wave

functions were expanded in the local atomic orbital (double

numerical polarization, DNP) basis set and generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew–Burke–Ernzer-

hof (PBE) for the exchange–correlation potential [11]. The

Monkhorst–Pack scheme is used in the Brillouin zone with

1 9 1 9 10 for all the geometry optimization and total

energy calculations [12]. The geometrical structure of

capped (5, 5) C-SWNT is shown in Fig. 1. The numbers

denote the different atomic layers and the positions of the

substitutional S atom. Pristine C-SWNT and N-doped

C-SWNT are also calculated in order to compare with the

S-doped C-SWNT.

Results and Discussion

The optimized geometry of the capped (5, 5) C-SWNT

shows that the atoms at the top pentagon have an average

bond length of 1.44 Å compared to that of 1.42 Å at the

sidewall. However, the average C–S bond length was up to

1.80 Å, and the average C–S–C bond angles changed from

120� to 112�, which mean the implant of S atom into

C-SWNT made the sp2 bonding in the perfect hexagonal

lattices transmit to sp3-like bonding as tetrahedral-like

lattices. The S-substitutional position has obvious dramatic

local deformation, which should be believed to play an

important role in the electronic properties. The structural

changes are very small under applied electric field.

The calculated workfunction of nanotubes with different

geometries is shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding results of

N-doped capped (5, 5) C-SWNT accord with available

theoretical work, which demonstrate that N-doped capped

Fig. 1 The geometrical structure of capped (5, 5) C-SWNT. The

numbers denote the different doping position of the substitutional

atom and the atomic layer
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(5, 5) C-SWNT have better field emission properties, that

the pristine capped (5, 5) C-SWNT [6]. In our work, the

pristine capped (5, 5) C-SWNT is found to have a work-

function 4.60 eV, which shows a good agreement with the

experimental data of C-SWNT bundles [13]. Without

external electric field, the first-layer S-doped C-SWNT has

the workfunction 4.54 eV, which means better field emis-

sion properties than pristine capped (5, 5) C-SWNT.

However, the other cases of S-doped C-SWNTs all have

worse field emission properties than pristine capped (5, 5)

C-SWNT if the same external electric field is applied from

Fig. 2. The charge densities of HOMO (highest occupied

molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molec-

ular orbital) of pristine, first-layer-doped and third-layer-

doped C-SWNT without external electric field and under

1.0 eV/Å electric field are shown in Fig. 3. The HOMO

and LUMO of the other S-doped C-SWNTs are similar to

that of the third-layer-doped and are not given here.

Without external electric field, the HOMO and LUMO

charges for pristine capped (5, 5) C-SWNT are localized at

the sidewall of the tube, not at the cap, which is agreement

with the available theoretical work [5, 6]. The electric

wave functions at the sidewall are basically extended

states. For the S-doped, it can be found that the electronic

structures depend strongly on the S-atom geometry posi-

tion. It is clear that in the first-layer-doped is not the
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Fig. 2 The workfunction of pristine and S-doped and N-doped

C-SWNT with and without applied electric field. The abscissa denotes

the doping layer, and the layer ‘‘zero’’ denotes pristine C-SWNT. The

unit of electric field (E) is V/Å

Fig. 3 Side view of the HOMO and LUMO charge densities with and

without applied electric field for the pristine and S-doped C-SWNT.

The yellow ball denotes the S atom. The unit of electric field is V/Å
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HOMO and LUMO charges distribution at S-atom position,

whereas for the third-layer-doped, a large number of the

HOMO and LUMO charges at S-atom position even at the

cap which wave functions are mixed with localized and

extended states. In the same time, the wave functions at the

sidewall of tube, for the first-layer-doped, are mainly

extended, but for the third-layer-doped are basically

localized. The bonding charge density of S-doped

C-SWNT is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that there is

bonding charge accumulation on the S atom resulting in the

formation of unsaturated dangling bond in every S-doped

case. In addition, there are not obvious changes of bonding

charge distribution between without and with applied

electric field, reflecting small changes in structure as

mentioned above. It is believed that the extended wave

functions in the sidewall of the tube can favor for the

emission properties. The electron will be provided easily

from the extended states to the cap. The implant of S atom

into the tube introduces the defect and makes wave func-

tions more localized, which decrease the emission prop-

erties compared with the pristine C-SWNT. For the first-

layer-doped, the lower workfunction may attribute to the

curvature of the tip of the deformation by S-atom doping.

When electric field is applied, it is obvious that the HOMO

and LUMO charges have redistributed. The cap of all cases

considered occur coupled states with mixed properties of

the localized and extended states [14]. Such coupled states

are considered to enhance the emission capability. The

coupled states increase the number of states with a large

emission capability, which lowers the value of workfunc-

tion under external electric field than without external

electric field. However, electrons obviously have two flow

directions in the process of the redistribution of wave

function close to the cap. One is as coupled states to the tip

of C-SWNT and another is as extended states to the body

wall farer away from the cap. The number of the former is

less than that of the latter, which results in the lower value

of workfunction compared with the pristine under equiva-

lent external electric field. It can be found from the third-

layer-doped how S-doping affects the electronic structures.

Due to S-doping, the wave functions at the sidewall of tube

are more localized, which confine the electrons shift to the

cap with lower workfunction. When external electric field

is applied, bonding charge accumulation on the S atom

where seems to have a repulsion interaction, which makes

the wave functions redistribution at the sidewall of tube. It

is clearly seen that a number of wave functions at the

sidewall opposite to the S atom position increase under the

applied electric field. It means that the wave functions

redistribute mainly at sidewall of the tube, not at the cap. In

the meantime, the presence of unsaturated dangling bond of

the S atom may lead to enhance the surface dipole [15]

resulting in the larger workfunction. It is concluded that the

S-doped C-SWNT is not incentive to be applied in field

emitter fabrication.

Conclusions

In summary, we investigated the electronic structures of

S-doped capped (5, 5) C-SWNT with different doping

position. We emphasized on analysis on how electronic

structures have influence on the workfunction without and

with external electric field. Due to the S-doping into the

C-SWNT, the HOMO and LUMO charges distribution is

mainly more localized at the sidewall of the tube than the

pristine. The bonding charges accumulate on the S atom

where the unsaturated dangling bond formed, which is

believed to enhance the surface dipole with the increase in

workfunction. When external electric field is applied, the

coupled states with mixture of localized and extended

Fig. 4 The boding charge densities distribution for S-doped

C-SWNT with and without electric field. The yellow ball denotes S

atom. The unit of electric field is V/Å
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states are presented at the cap, which provide the lower

workfunction than without external electric field. In addi-

tion, the wave functions that distribute close to the cap

have flowed to the cap as coupled states and to the sidewall

of the tube mainly as extended states. The number of the

former seems larger than that of the latter, which results in

the larger workfunction than the pristine under the equiv-

alent external electric field. The wave functions have

redistributed at the sidewall of the tube due to the S-doping

under external electric field. It is concluded that the

S-doped C-SWNT is not incentive to be applied in field

emitter fabrication. The results in this work are also helpful

to understand and interpret the application in other elec-

tronics devices.
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